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cross-Border resolution of Banking Groups: 
International Initiatives and u.s. Perspectives – 

Part II

PAuL L. LEE AnD EDitE LiGERE

This is the second part of a three-part article analyzing the efforts of 
international bodies to create effective resolution regimes for systemically 

important cross-border banking institutions.  This part discusses the ongo-
ing efforts of the Financial Stability Board to promote such regimes and 

prominent national and regional efforts in the European Union aimed at 
bank resolution reform.

the promulgation by the financial stability Board (the “fsB”) of the 
key attributes of Effective resolution regimes for financial Institu-
tions (the “key attributes”) in november 2011 represented an im-

portant step in promoting more robust national regimes for the resolution of 
cross-border banking institutions.1  However, as noted in Part I of this article, 
it was only a first step.  the promulgation of the key attributes by the fsB 
as international financial standards had no self-executing effect.  although 
each member jurisdiction of the fsB has committed under the fsB charter 
to implement the international financial standards established by the fsB,2 
implementation requires individual action at the national level, typically in-
volving both legislative and regulatory components.

Paul L. Lee is of counsel at Debevoise & Plimpton LLP and a member of 
the firm’s Financial institutions Group in new York.  Edite Ligere is a bar-
rister in the firm’s London office.  the authors can be reached at pllee@
debevoise.com and eligere@debevoise.com, respectively.
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 suasion, fortified by monitoring by such international bodies as the In-
ternational Monetary fund and world Bank, is the principal tool at the dis-
posal of the fsB to prompt implementation by member jurisdictions.  the 
issuance of additional guidance by the fsB on the expectations surrounding 
various key attributes may also facilitate the implementation process.  coun-
tries like the united kingdom (the “u.k.”) and switzerland that face a large 
potential (and in the last crisis, actualized) exposure to their banking sectors 
and regions like the European union (the “Eu”) that have experienced recent 
financial crises have their own incentives to move expeditiously to reform 
their resolution mechanisms.  this part of the article discusses the fsB’s on-
going promotion efforts as well as prominent national and regional efforts in 
the Eu aimed at bank resolution reform.

fSb develoPmentS

fSb 2012 Progress report

 In november 2012, a year after the issuance of the key attributes, the 
fsB released a high-level progress report on the international adoption of 
resolution regimes reflecting the key attributes.3  the focus of the progress 
report was on the implementation of the key attributes that were specifically 
directed at global systemically important financial institutions (“G-sIfIs”).  
these particular key attributes relate to requirements for cross-border cri-
sis management groups, institution-specific cross-border cooperation agree-
ments, recovery and resolution plans, and resolvability assessments.  as to 
these requirements, the progress report found “[c]onsiderable but uneven” 
progress.4  significantly, the report noted that, in the course of this work, it 
had become clear to the fsB that many of the requirements in the key at-
tributes were in fact interdependent.  the lack of progress on one process or 
element could severely impede progress on other processes or elements.  In 
the end, progress on most of these initiatives was also directly dependent on 
the reform of national resolution regimes.  without fundamental legislative 
reform, progress on other fronts, such as the formation of cross-border cri-
sis management groups, institution-specific cross-border cooperation agree-
ments, and recovery and resolution plans might create the appearance (or in 
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the word of one commentator, the veneer) of greater convergence than actu-
ally exists.5  the fsB itself acknowledged that “getting the right legislation” in 
place was essential to the effective implementation of resolution for G-sIfIs 
and the legal capacity for cross-border cooperation.6

 on a more positive note, the fsB cited the implementation of the Dodd-
frank wall street reform and consumer Protection act (the “Dodd-frank 
act”) as an important step toward implementation of the key attributes.7  
the alert observer will, of course, recall that the Dodd-frank act was enacted 
more than a year before the promulgation of the key attributes (and so it 
might more accurately be said that the key attributes of the fsB represent 
an important step in implementing the key attributes of the Dodd-frank act 
than the reverse).  In any event, the fsB correctly noted that the adoption 
by the European commission in June 2012 of a proposal for a bank recovery 
and resolution directive (the “rrD”) would be critical to advancing reforms 
in the Eu.8  the fsB also highlighted, in abbreviated fashion, legislative 
changes that had been made in resolution regimes in certain fsB member 
jurisdictions, such as Germany, spain, switzerland, the netherlands and the 
u.k., as a sign of some progress.9

fSb 2012 consultative documents

 at the same time that it released its high-level progress report in novem-
ber 2012, the fsB also released for comment three consultative documents 
on recovery and resolution planning.10  the fsB had concluded that addi-
tional guidance on certain aspects of the key attribute requirements would 
be helpful in facilitating the national implementation processes.  Indeed, 
many industry participants had urged upon the fsB the need for significantly 
more guidance on the implementation of certain key attributes, including 
specifically recovery and resolution planning.  the consultative documents 
offered guidance covering three related areas:  (i) recovery triggers and stress 
scenarios; (ii) resolution strategies and operational resolution plans; and 
(iii) identification of critical functions and critical shared services.
 the fsB consultative document on resolution strategies observed that 
resolution planning in cross-border crisis management groups had gener-
ally coalesced around two “stylized” approaches:  (i) a single-point-of-entry 
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(“sPE”) approach, involving the application of resolution powers at the top 
holding company level by a single resolution authority; and (ii) a multiple-
point-of-entry (“MPE”) approach, involving the application of resolution 
powers by two or more potential resolution authorities to multiple entities 
within a corporate group.11  the federal Deposit Insurance corporation (the 
“fDIc”) had previously outlined these two resolution approaches in January 
2012 as part of its implementation efforts under title II of the Dodd-frank 
act.12  as early as that January 2012 presentation, it became clear that the staff 
of the fDIc regarded the sPE as the more promising approach, particularly 
from the perspective of minimizing the potential for adverse cross-border 
consequences of a resolution of a large complex u.s. financial institution.13

 the sPE approach at its most “stylized” envisions that a legal resolution 
would occur only at the top holding or parent company, avoiding to the 
greatest extent possible the initiation of resolution proceedings at the level 
of the operating subsidiaries.  this approach minimizes the complexities and 
conflicts that would invariably arise if multiple resolution proceedings (even 
within a home jurisdiction) had to be commenced at the level of the operating 
subsidiaries.  this approach also holds the promise of minimizing the need 
for resolution proceedings in host jurisdictions.  this approach envisions that 
losses that have been incurred at the level of the operating subsidiaries will be 
“pushed up” to the top holding or parent company, avoiding legal resolution 
at the operating subsidiary level.  It permits the operation of critical home 
and host country functions on a going concern basis.14

 the sPE approach is premised on the number of significant assump-
tions.  the first is that there will be sufficient loss-absorbing capacity at the 
top company level.  this loss-absorbing capacity at the top company level 
must be sufficient to bear the losses suffered not only at the top company 
level, but also those that would otherwise be incurred at the operating sub-
sidiary level.  this assumption in turn rests on several sub-assumptions.  the 
first is that the parent company will have the sufficient “bail-in-able” debt on 
the parent-only balance sheet to permit the conversion of such bail-in-able 
debt into equity to recapitalize the group on a consolidated basis.  the sec-
ond assumption is that the parent company will have sufficient assets on the 
parent-only balance sheet to permit the intra-group recapitalization of the 
principal operating subsidiaries.  this recapitalization could be accomplished 
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through the contribution of assets by the parent company to the individual 
operating subsidiaries or through conversion into equity of debt owed by the 
operating subsidiaries to the parent company or through a combination of 
such techniques.  the intra-group recapitalization of the operating subsid-
iaries must be sufficient to restore the capital of those subsidiaries to levels 
that the market-place finds adequate (after accounting for all the losses at the 
operating subsidiaries).
 the third assumption is that the parent (or successor bridge company) 
will be in a position to provide liquidity support to its operating subsidiaries.  
the holders of “runnable” liabilities at operating subsidiaries (and the super-
visory authorities of those subsidiaries) will require strong assurances that the 
parent company or successor bridge company will support the ongoing op-
erations of the operating subsidiaries.  the intra-group recapitalization envi-
sioned above does not directly provide liquidity to the operating subsidiaries.  
Guarantees from the parent company or successor bridge company will likely 
be required by the market place and the relevant supervisory authorities.  to 
be effective, such guarantees may also have to be backed by a pledge of assets 
or by a government or other public sector guarantee.
 the sPE model rests on a set of robust assumptions.  like other models, 
the assumptions underlying the sPE will need to be carefully assessed.  In sev-
eral instances, the predicates for the assumptions will need to be established 
by regulatory or supervisory requirements.  the fDIc and the federal re-
serve Board, for instance, have indicated that they intend to propose a long-
term debt requirement for systemically significant bank holding companies as 
a first step in establishing one of the predicates (sufficient “bail-in-able” debt) 
for the possible use of an sPE approach.15

 the fsB consultative document discussed the sPE and MPE approach-
es in a relatively clinical fashion, noting the requirements for making either 
strategy operational.  It noted first that the selection of either the sPE or 
MPE strategy will depend on the circumstances of the case.  the consultative 
document noted, for example, that the efficacy of the sPE strategy may be 
dependent upon a G-sIfI’s corporate organization and funding structure.16  
It noted as well that a combination of the sPE and MPE approaches may be 
appropriate in certain circumstances.  thus, where a G-sIfI has a specific 
group of non-viable operating subsidiaries, it may be appropriate to use the 
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MPE to “carve out” the non-viable group from the larger group, leaving the 
larger group to be resolved under an sPE approach.17

 the fsB consultative document also provided a preliminary discussion 
of the pre-conditions to the use of either of these resolution strategies and 
the development requirements for these resolution strategies.  as the fsB 
consultative document noted, to make the sPE strategy effective it will be 
necessary to have sufficient loss-absorbing capacity at the holding company 
level to ensure that the surviving parts of the group are viable.  It will also be 
necessary to create sufficient certainty on the part of host country authori-
ties that the home country authorities will allow the resources generated by a 
recapitalization at the parent company level or otherwise made available from 
other sources to be down-streamed to host country subsidiaries.18  the fsB 
consultative document noted that the sPE approach will also require clarity 
on the legal, regulatory, accounting and tax implications of arrangements for 
a parent company to assume losses of its operating subsidiaries and to down-
stream resources generated through a bail-in at the parent company level to 
the subsidiaries.19  
 In this respect, it should be noted that the fDIc as well as industry 
groups in the u.s. have devoted substantial resources to building out the 
conceptual and legal underpinnings of the sPE model.20  In addition, the 
operational requirements of the approach are being tested through public 
and private simulation exercises.21  the fDIc has also invigorated its efforts 
to promote the sPE approach, including through coordination efforts with 
such foreign authorities as the Bank of England, the European commission, 
the Japan financial services authority, and the swiss financial Market super-
visory authority.22  as discussed below, this coordination effort resulted, in 
December 2012, in the issuance of a Joint Paper by the fDIc and the Bank 
of England on the feasibility of the use of the sPE approach by the u.s. and 
the u.k. authorities.23  
 at the same time, however, there have been some disquieting notes 
emerging from the united states on the question of the level of confidence in 
cross-border cooperation.  In December 2012, the federal reserve Board re-
leased a proposal to implement provisions of the Dodd-frank act applicable 
to foreign banking organizations with a u.s. banking presence and with total 
global consolidated assets of $50 billion or more.24  the proposal marks a 
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significant departure from past u.s. practice, which has generally relied on 
consolidated supervision by home country authorities for oversight of capital 
and liquidity management of foreign banking organizations.  the proposal 
includes various structural and regulatory elements that appear to rely instead 
on the ring-fencing in the united states of capital and liquidity for the u.s. 
operations of foreign banking organizations.  In the preamble to the proposal, 
the federal reserve Board discussed how events during the financial crisis and 
subsequent changes in the approaches of other countries to the support of 
their banking organizations had called into question elements of the Board’s 
past approach to supervising foreign banking organizations.  the federal re-
serve Board noted that several other national authorities had adopted or were 
considering proposals to modify their regulation of internationally active 
banks within their geographic boundaries, including requirements to priori-
tize or segregate home country retail operations.  In this regard, the federal 
reserve Board specifically cited certain developments and proposals in the 
u.k., which are discussed below.25  the federal reserve Board proposal itself 
is discussed in detail in Part III of this article.  
 In January 2013 the press also reported that the federal reserve Board 
and the fDIc were advising large u.s. banks that they should not assume co-
operation from foreign authorities when preparing the next iteration of their 
living wills.26  the thrust of this story was confirmed in april 2013 when the 
federal reserve Board and the fDIc released written guidance for the 2013 
submission of resolution plans, specifically directing the banking institutions 
to analyze the effects of non-cooperation from foreign authorities on their 
proposed resolution plans.27  these developments have created a measure of 
dissonance about the level of confidence that the u.s. authorities actually 
have for the prospects of international cooperation in a future crisis.  In light 
of the events of 2008, however, the u.s. authorities may perhaps be forgiven 
for believing that international cooperation should now be more fact-based 
than faith-based.

fSb 2013 guidance

 In July 2013 the fsB released final guidance documents on recovery and 
resolution planning after receiving comments on the november 2012 consul-
tative documents.28  the final guidance documents benefitted from industry 
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comments, but perhaps not always in the ways that the industry had intended.  
for example, the final guidance document emphasizes the notion (mentioned 
only in passing in the consultative document) of sufficient loss-absorbing ca-
pacity (“lac”).29  the guidance indicates that lac needs to be available (i) in 
sufficient amounts, (ii) with minimum maturities, and (iii) at the right location 
in a corporate structure to facilitate the recapitalization or orderly wind-down 
of the firm or parts of the firm.  the location of the lac at the parent or at 
particular subsidiaries would be a significant factor in the choice of a preferred 
resolution strategy, i.e., an sPE vs. MPE approach.  the guidance suggests 
somewhat timidly that the authorities may need to consider the introduction 
of requirements for firms to hold a sufficient amount of lac, “taking into ac-
count the potential impact of such requirements on the firms’ financing cost 
and business operations.”30  the notion that at least the largest banking insti-
tutions should be required to maintain a specified lac, consisting of equity, 
subordinated debt, and “bail-in-able” long-term debt has already been espoused 
by leading supervisory figures in the united states and in Europe.31  sufficient 
lac has emerged as a key determinant of the feasibility of either an sPE or 
MPE strategy to provide for an orderly recapitalization and resolution of a large 
complex financial institution and its constituent parts.  If sufficient lac can 
be established for either an sPE approach or an MPE approach, it would sub-
stantially diminish the concerns with burden-sharing between home and host 
jurisdictions.  the possible need for temporary government support of short-
term liquidity in any resolution approach, however, might still require advance 
agreement among the relevant jurisdictions on liquidity issues.  the coupling 
of a sufficient lac approach with an sPE or MPE approach appears to be the 
most promising development in resolution planning.
 In its final guidance document, the fsB also returned to a “critical con-
sideration” that it first discussed in detail in connection with the Proposed 
key attributes in July 2011:  depositor preference laws and their relation to 
the treatment of depositors in a bail-in exercise.  the guidance document 
observes that

 [u]nless a jurisdiction provides for a depositor preference, a strict applica-
tion of pari passu would require that uninsured deposits and, in respect 
of insured deposits, the deposit insurer assume losses along with senior 
unsecured debt if both are in the same class.32
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as the guidance document notes, in an insolvency proceeding the deposit 
insurer generally assumes the rights and obligations of the insured depositors 
in respect of the insured part of their deposits.  as a result, the position of the 
deposit insurer in the creditor hierarchy and the extent to which it will bear 
losses under a pari passu principle will depend on whether the insured depos-
its are preferred.  a preference for the insured portion of deposits will limit 
the losses that the depositor insurer would otherwise suffer in a liquidation 
of the bank.  for the holders of deposits that are not eligible for insurance 
and for those portions of eligible deposits that exceed the insurance amount 
limit, the extent of loss under pari passu principles will also depend upon 
whether they are covered by any depositor preference law.  the fsB relegates 
to a footnote in the guidance document its discussion (or more accurately, its 
listing) of depositor preference approaches.33  the first is a “general deposi-
tor” preference, giving preference to all deposits, irrespective of their deposit 
insurance eligibility, covered status, or location.  the second is an “eligible 
depositor” preference, giving preference to all deposits meeting the eligibility 
requirements for deposit insurance coverage irrespective of insurance limits.  
the third is an “insured depositor” preference, giving preference only to in-
sured depositors up to the coverage limits of the deposit insurance scheme.  
 the existence and scope of any depositor preference provision in national 
law will affect the application of the pari passu principle in key attribute 5.1 
and the bail-in principle in key attribute 3.5.  key attribute 5.1 provides 
that resolution powers should be exercised in a way that respects the hier-
archy of claims, although it also provides that there should be flexibility to 
depart from the general principle of equal treatment of creditors in the same 
class if necessary to contain the potential systemic impact of a firm’s failure 
or to maximize the value for the benefit of all creditors.34  key attribute 3.5 
provides that resolution authorities should exercise bail-in within resolution 
by writing down or converting into equity all or parts of unsecured and unin-
sured creditor claims in a manner that respects the hierarchy of claims in liq-
uidations as envisioned by key attribute 5.1.35  If a statutory depositor pref-
erence provision exists in a national insolvency law, it should be self-effecting 
for purposes of key attributes 3.5 and 5.1.  Moreover, a synoptic reading 
of key attributes 3.5 and 5.1 suggests that even in the absence of a deposit 
preference law provision in national law, a national resolution authority could 
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exclude certain uninsured deposits from a bail-in if it determines that it is 
necessary to contain the potential systemic impact of the firm’s failure.  the 
latter approach to key attributes 3.5 and 5.1 would, however, create the po-
tential for different outcomes on the face of similar national laws that do not 
contain an express depositor preference provision.
 In the end, the fsB guidance offers no guidance on the basic policy ques-
tions as to the use or scope of depositor preference laws.  It simply observes that 
key attribute 7.4 provides that the treatment of creditors and the ranking of 
claims in insolvency should be transparent and properly disclosed to depositors 
and other creditors (and of course should not discriminate against depositors 
and creditors on the basis of nationality or the location of the claim).  the fsB 
guidance urges home and relevant host jurisdictions to make clear the creditor 
hierarchy in their jurisdiction, including the ranking of deposits and the scope 
of depositor preference, if applicable.36  the fsB guidance in effect leaves to 
national preference the issue of depositor preference. 
 there is in fact an active ongoing discussion in many quarters of the 
advantages and disadvantages of a depositor preference rule.  Paul tucker, the 
recently retired deputy governor of the Bank of England, expressed his views 
on the topic earlier this year:

 I can see a case for both insured and some uninsured depositors being pre-
ferred.  that would help to provide some protection, beyond the [Deposit 
Guarantee scheme], for users of the monetary services that banks provide 
via overnight and short-term deposits; it would provide a small degree of 
protection against runs; and there could be an element of social justice in 
insulating, say, small firms and charities from the first line of loss.37

tucker was not inclined to extend depositor preference to large wholesale de-
posits with term maturities because they are not in the nature of transaction 
balances and because this treatment would likely cause other term financing 
simply to be recast into the legal mold of “deposits.”38  
 another advantage to a depositor preference rule covering uninsured de-
posits would be that it would facilitate the resolution of banks by avoiding 
the cumbersome task of splitting eligible deposits into covered and uncov-
ered parts and would allow uninsured deposits to be transferred along with 
insured deposits to a bridge bank or other successor, thus increasing the fran-
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chise value of the bank in resolution.39  In any event, most observers seem to 
be in agreement that the harmonization of depositor preference rules would 
provide important certainty and predictability to a bank resolution.  as dis-
cussed below, the Eu now seems committed to promoting such harmoniza-
tion as it considers revisions to its proposed rrD.
 other critical issues are likewise discussed, if not resolved, in the fsB 
guidance document.  the guidance document notes that in devising a resolu-
tion strategy there must be “sufficient” legal certainty that bail-in actions tak-
en by a resolution authority will be effective, including with respect to debt 
issued under foreign law or out of a foreign jurisdiction by a branch or special 
purpose entity.40  the options for achieving sufficient certainty with respect 
to such debt are less than promising.  one option would be the required 
inclusion in foreign debt instruments of clauses that recognize resolution ac-
tions by the home resolution authority.  another option would be hoped-for 
complementary actions by home and host resolution authorities giving effect 
to a write-down or conversion of debt in a particular resolution case.  a vari-
ant on the latter option would be a bilateral or multilateral mutual recogni-
tion agreement on foreign resolution actions.  In the near term none of these 
options is likely to be sufficiently certain of accomplishment to provide the 
“sufficient” legal certainty that the fsB seeks.
 a similar issue is presented by the limited jurisdictional reach of even 
those key attribute-compliant home country resolution regimes that provide 
for temporary stays on the close-out, termination, and cross-default provi-
sions in financial contracts.41  the fsB guidance document can only suggest 
that the authorities review their regulatory policies and incentives for firms 
to adopt contractual provisions that would temporarily stay the counterpar-
ties’ rights in certain resolution events.42  the abbreviated discussion in the 
guidance document of this issue, like the extraterritorial issues for bail-in 
within resolution, is nonetheless enough to suggest the significant issues that 
supervisors and firms will confront in ensuring that any preferred resolution 
strategy can be made operational.43

 the guidance document identifies other operational and structural issues 
that may affect the viability of a particular resolution strategy.  as to lac,  
not only must it be sufficient and in the right location in a group structure, 
but it must also be held “in the right hands,” avoiding concentration in other 
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financial firms, insurers or pension funds that could have an impact on finan-
cial stability.44  within a financial group, the funding and liability structure 
would need to be set up in a way that allows losses to be pushed up to the 
top-tier parent or holding company.  this may require the provision of debt 
funding by the parent company to the most important subsidiaries that can 
be written down or converted into equity in amounts sufficient to recapitalize 
those subsidiaries.  But in some regulatory regimes, large exposure limits on 
intra-group funding could impose constraints on this funding of subsidiar-
ies.45  the guidance document also suggests that if the intra-group funding 
is senior or even pari passu with external debt issued by the subsidiary, it may 
not be possible for losses incurred by the subsidiary to be absorbed by the par-
ent before external creditors suffer losses.46  at the most basic level, valuation 
methodologies and the speed at which valuation can be done may also affect 
the feasibility of a bail-in approach.
 the guidance document envisions that the pre-conditions for successfully 
executing an sPE strategy would differ from those for successfully executing 
an MPE strategy and recommends that the authorities identify in advance the 
“preferred” strategies for a firm or parts of a firm.47  at the same time, the guid-
ance document notes that there is no binary choice between the two approaches 
and that in practice a combination of the two approaches might be necessary to 
accommodate the structure of the firm and the local regimes where it operates 
and that at least in some cases a group might need to be restructured to make it 
more amenable to one strategy or another.48  the guidance document also rec-
ommends that fall-back strategies should be considered, as for example in the 
case where a preferred resolution strategy cannot be implemented because losses 
of specific operational subsidiaries exceed the lac of the top-tier or holding 
company.49  the guidance document thus leaves open the possibility that a firm 
and its supervisors may have to plan for multiple approaches, including sPE, 
MPE and combinations or variations of the two, as well as fall-back strategies.  
the guidance document may be correct in stating that there is no binary choice 
between the two theories in theory, but in practice a choice must at some point 
be made at least for preparation purposes.
 finally, the guidance document offers advice on the important question 
of what public disclosure of resolution strategies should be made by the su-
pervisory authorities.  as the fsB indicated in its overview of the comments 
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received on the 2012 consultative document, a number of respondents com-
mented on the desirability of disclosure of a “presumptive” path or approach 
to the resolution of individual firms while recognizing the need for the au-
thorities to retain flexibility for handling the specific circumstances of a fail-
ure.50  other respondents expressed concern about the risk of negative market 
reactions to disclosure of plans for specific institutions.51  the guidance docu-
ment itself marks out a middle course.  the guidance document refers only 
to the possibility of a “preferred” approach, not a “presumptive” approach, to 
avoid the appearance of committing the resolution authorities to a particular 
approach.  It nonetheless indicates that the authorities may want to make 
some information about institution-specific resolution strategies available to 
the public.52  when the authorities choose not to disclose publicly the resolu-
tion strategies for individual firms, the guidance indicates that they should at 
least communicate their possible approaches at a generic level (without refer-
ence to specific individual firms) to help inform market expectations.53  But 
it is likely that a generic type of disclosure will be made sufficiently anodyne 
as to not sufficiently inform market expectations.  
 In one respect, however, the guidance document does offer the prospect 
of greater disclosure.  It suggests that the authorities consider disclosing, or 
requiring firms to disclose, the amount, location and nature of the lac (in-
cluding its position in the creditor hierarchy) on an individual entity basis.54  
this type of disclosure might better inform the marketplace of the potential 
risk of loss for creditors in the hierarchy (subject always to the assumption 
that bail-in can otherwise be made operational with respect to the firm).55  
the guidance document does acknowledge, as many industry respondents 
had urged, that disclosure of specific aspects of both resolvability assessments 
and resolution strategies may need to be made to the financial firms in order 
to develop effective resolution plans.

fSb April 2013 thematic review

 while the fsB was in the midst of developing additional guidance on the 
key attributes, it was also in the process of surveying progress on the imple-
mentation of the key attributes.  In april 2013 the fsB issued a detailed 
progress report on the implementation of the key attributes in the form of 
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a thematic review on resolution regimes.56  this thematic review, con-
ducted as a peer review exercise by a team led by the fDIc, analyzed existing 
resolution regimes in all the fsB member jurisdictions against the key at-
tributes as a benchmark.  the thematic review is the most detailed analysis 
to date of the resolution regimes of the fsB member jurisdictions.  
 the high-level conclusions of the thematic review were mixed at best.  
Indeed, one press source headlined its report on the fsB report as “G20 
countries falling well behind on resolution plans.”57  In summary, the fsB 
concluded that 

• in many member countries, resolution authorities currently lack impor-
tant powers needed to resolve systemic institutions, such as the power 
to achieve rapid transfer of assets and liabilities and to write down or 
convert liabilities into equity;

• most jurisdictions lack power to take control of the parent company or 
affiliates of a failed financial institution; 

• few jurisdictions currently have expedited procedures for giving effect 
to foreign resolution actions and clear statutory provisions for domestic 
authorities to share information and cooperate with foreign authorities;

• resolution authorities in most jurisdictions lack the power to impose a 
temporary stay on acceleration or early termination rights in financial 
contracts; 

• most jurisdictions rely on privately sourced funds for resolution but it is 
unclear whether such arrangements are adequate in scale or scope; and

• many jurisdictions lack a statutory resolution planning requirement or 
the power to require firms to make changes to their structure to improve 
their resolvability.58  

 More specifically, the fsB reported that only two jurisdictions (swit-
zerland and the united states) had provisions authorizing their resolution 
authorities to write down equity and unsecured debt and convert debt claims 
into equity.59  only four jurisdictions (canada, spain, switzerland, and the 
united states) currently provide for the imposition of a temporary stay on 
the exercise of contractual acceleration or early termination rights.60  only 
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three jurisdictions (Japan, singapore, and switzerland) currently have statu-
tory provisions through which actions by a foreign resolution authority for 
a banking institution could be given prompt legal effect (subject to a quali-
fication for the required mutual recognition by one Eu Member state of a 
winding-up proceeding in another Eu Member state).61

 the fsB also noted that progress in establishing firm-specific cross-bor-
der cooperation agreements had been relatively slow both because they pres-
ent complex issues and because in many jurisdictions the powers necessary to 
implement a preferred resolution strategy had not yet been provided.62  the 
fsB re-iterated that resolution strategies, resolution plans, and cooperation 
agreements cannot be made operational without national legislation provid-
ing both the resolution tools and the legal basis for close cooperation and 
exchange of information.  this somewhat negative overall assessment was 
leavened in the mind of the fsB by the “substantial headway” made in the 
u.s. with the adoption of the Dodd-frank act and by the “refinements” 
made to resolution regimes in other fsB jurisdictions, such as australia, Ger-
many, france, netherlands, spain, switzerland and the u.k.63  
 the fsB also looked forward to the prospect of future progress, particu-
larly in the form of the adoption and implementation of the Eu’s proposed 
rrD, which would incorporate most of the principles reflected in the key at-
tributes.64  the fsB appeared to pin much of its hope for further progress on 
the adoption of the proposed rrD, in no small part because the Eu is home 
to 14 of the 28 global systemically important banks that have been designated 
by the fsB.65  Events in Europe since the time the fsB began its reform initia-
tives in 2009 have independently emphasized the need for, and the challenges 
attending, reform efforts directed at facilitating bank resolution.

euroPeAn initiAtiveS

 the epicenter of the financial crisis in the 2007-2009 period appeared to 
be in the united states although the effects of the crisis were widely felt in 
European banking systems.66  By 2010 as part of a seismic shift, the epicenter 
of the financial crisis had moved to Europe, or perhaps more precisely (and 
more incongruously for an epicenter) to the periphery of Europe.  Events in 
such countries as Greece and cyprus have highlighted the risks to the stability 
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of banking systems when the sovereign itself experiences significant financial 
difficulties.  the linkage between sovereign debt and the banking systems in 
the Eu has now come to be described by economists as a “doom loop” and by 
governmental authorities as a “vicious circle.”67  
 the road to the Eurozone crisis was paved many years ago and the issues 
underlying the crisis extend well beyond the operation of bank insolvency laws 
in individual European states.  this article aspires to do no more than to iden-
tify some of the issues in the national insolvency regimes in the Eu that may 
continue to present vulnerabilities in a cross-border banking crisis.  In this re-
spect it is worth noting that even before the onset of the Eurozone crisis, public-
sector observers had observed that “[t]he [2007-2009] crisis has brought the 
long-building tension between increasingly transnational financial institutions 
and national financial stability arrangements [in the Eu] to a breaking point.”68  
similarly, private-sector observers prior to the 2007-2009 crisis had observed 
that the difficulty in obtaining commitments from Eu Member states with 
respect to crisis prevention and crisis management exposed “the political dif-
ficulty at the heart of the financial integration project, both in Europe and 
more broadly.”69  these tensions and difficulties are now on full display in the 
Eurozone.

eu Winding-up directive

 the Eu provided an early model for cross-border cooperation between 
Member states in its 2001 Directive on the reorganization and winding up of 
credit Institutions (the “winding-up Directive”).  the winding-up Directive 
provides the home Member state with the exclusive competence to take reorga-
nization measures and to initiate liquidation proceedings to resolve a credit in-
stitution (including its branches in other Member states) in a single insolvency 
proceeding.70  Host Member states are required to recognize the home Member 
state actions as provided in the winding-up Directive.  the procedural and 
substantive law of the home Member state applies to the insolvency proceed-
ing, with certain specific exceptions such as those relating to host state rules 
on employment contracts, contracts for immovable property, and contracts for 
transactions carried out in a regulated market.71  the winding-up Directive 
provides for mutual recognition of Member state insolvency proceedings for 
credit institutions.  the winding-up Directive is based on the principles of 
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home country control, mutual recognition, and minimal harmonization of law, 
the same principles that underlay the second Banking Directive’s approach to 
a “single passport” for branching across the Eu.  the approach does not as-
sume any significant harmonization of Member state insolvency laws.  In fact, 
substantial differences in the insolvency laws among individual Member states 
can and do exist.  But perhaps more importantly, substantial deficiencies in the 
insolvency regimes of individual Member states can exist.  Events during the 
2007-2009 period and more recently during the Eurozone crisis have demon-
strated the deficiencies in individual insolvency regimes.
 the full range of vulnerabilities that the Eu would face if a major cross-
border banking crisis were to occur had been identified well in advance of the 
2007-2009 financial crisis by both public and private-sector observers.  these 
vulnerabilities included the lack of specialized bank resolution laws in most 
Member states, the weakness of a non-binding Mou approach to crisis man-
agement, and most fundamentally the absence of burden-sharing arrangements 
among Member states for pan-European banks.72  some observers have con-
cluded that legal and political considerations militated against the collective 
action necessary in the Eu to address these vulnerabilities before a crisis actually 
occurred.73  another seasoned observer offered a dual explanation for the lack 
of action by the Eu:  first, the solutions were perceived to be difficult to imple-
ment and would take an extended period of international effort, and second, 
the Eu policymakers thought that crisis events were sufficiently unlikely that 
action was not needed.74  Many observers also concluded that the official sec-
tor was concerned that the announcement of advance arrangements for crisis 
management and financial support would create greater moral hazard in the 
system.  these observers suggested that the official sector was prepared to live 
with a degree of “constructive ambiguity” as to the official response to a large 
bank failure.75  In any event, a number of observers predicted with uncanny ac-
curacy the range of suboptimal responses that national authorities would take 
in the face of a major cross-border banking crisis.76

u.k. reforms

 the bailout of banks by various Eu Member states and the conflicts 
between Member states in handling the bailout of cross-border banks have 
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prompted reforms in several individual Member states as well as calls for 
reform in relevant Eu regimes.77  the u.k. was one of the first Eu Mem-
ber states to reform its insolvency regime in response to the financial crisis, 
acting initially in the wake of the u.k. government take-over of northern 
rock.  the u.k. entered the financial crisis with only a general corporate 
insolvency law on its books.  It had no specialized insolvency law for banking 
institutions.78  the u.k. Banking act 2009 was designed to provide the u.k. 
authorities with specialized tools to facilitate the orderly resolution of failing 
banks.  the Banking act 2009 establishes a special resolution regime (“srr”) 
and provides the treasury, the Bank of England, and the financial conduct 
authority with a variety of new powers to deal with failing banks.79

 the srr consists of three pre-insolvency “stabilisation options” and two 
new insolvency procedures.80  the “stabilisation options” are: (i) the transfer 
of a bank to temporary public ownership (i.e., to a company owned by, or by 
a nominee of, the treasury); (ii) the transfer of all or part of a bank to a pri-
vate sector purchaser; and (iii) the transfer of all or part of a bank to a bridge 
bank owned by the Bank of England.  the insolvency procedures consist of: 
(i) a bank insolvency procedure designed to ensure a faster pay-out to deposi-
tors than can be achieved via ordinary insolvency procedures; and (ii) a bank 
administration procedure designed to ensure that where either option (ii) or 
option (iii) of the stabilisation options mentioned above is used, the insolvent 
“rump” bank continues to provide services and facilities to the business which 
has been transferred.81

 as part of a broad reform program, the u.k. government has also com-
mitted to implementing the ring-fencing proposal set out in the report by the 
Independent commission on Banking (the “IcB”) chaired by sir John Vick-
ers, which was published in september 2011.82  the financial services (Bank-
ing reform) Bill 2013 (the “Bill”), which incorporates the recommendations 
of the IcB report, was introduced in the House of commons in february 
2013 and is expected to become law in 2014.83  among the most important 
provisions in the Bill are those relating to:

• ring-fencing requirements for vital banking services; the ring-fencing is 
designed to ensure that the retail banking activities of a retail and invest-
ment banking group are provided by a legally and operationally separate 
subsidiary;
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• primary loss absorbing capacity requirements; the Bill gives the treasury 
the power to make regulations governing the way in which the Prudential 
regulation authority may use its powers to impose debt requirements on 
banks; and

• depositor preference requirements, including amendments to the In-
solvency act 1986 to provide that, with effect from  January 1, 2019, 
insured deposits, i.e., deposits that are eligible for protection under the 
u.k. financial services compensation scheme (currently capped at 
£85,000), are to be preferential debts.84

 the ring-fencing proposal in the IcB report as now reflected in the Bill 
has drawn prominent attention in international circles, and with good reason.  
other wise men (and women) have suggested variations on a ring-fencing 
theme, as for example in the liikanen report to the European commission 
in october 2012, and france and Germany have recently adopted legislation 
providing for limited ring-fencing of certain trading activities.  the u.k., 
however, appears to be pursuing the most robust form of ring-fencing for 
retail banking operations in the Bill.  when the Bill was introduced in the 
House of commons in february 2013, George osborne, chancellor of the 
exchequer in the u.k., emphasized the purpose and importance of the ring-
fencing proposal.  He made it clear that the primary purpose of the ring-fenc-
ing approach in the Bill would be to allow the u.k. government in a future 
crisis “[t]o keep the bank branches going, the cash machines operating, while 
letting the investment arm fail.”85  these legislative developments and policy 
statements have been read by some u.s. regulators as suggesting that foreign 
authorities may now be even more inclined to ring-fence capital and liquidity 
in support of domestic retail banking operations at the expense of domestic 
and foreign investment banking operations than before.  
 chancellor osborne’s comments may also have caused some observers 
to revisit some of the preliminary conclusions that they had reached on the 
basis of the December 2012 Joint Paper issued by the fDIc and the Bank of 
England.  the stated purpose of the Joint Paper was to discuss how an sPE 
or top-down approach could be used for a u.s. or a u.k. financial group in 
a cross-border context to facilitate an orderly resolution.  certain u.s. au-
thorities have noted, however, that the section of the Joint Paper describing 
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how the u.k. authorities would use an sPE or top-down strategy expressly 
states that an sPE or top-down strategy “would not necessarily be appropri-
ate for all u.k. G-sIfIs in all circumstances.”86  the Joint Paper notes that 
there might be cases where resolution at the level of one or more operating 
subsidiaries might be more appropriate.  In this case, the Joint Paper notes 
that application of the resolution tools to the operating subsidiaries would be 
easier “if the subsidiaries providing critical services were operationally and fi-
nancially ring-fenced from the rest of the group.”87  this observation appears 
to have been added in anticipation of the kind of ring-fencing approach that 
chancellor osborne endorsed in his february 2013 comments and that is 
now incorporated in the Bill.  
 In the main, however, the Joint Paper does speak approvingly of the no-
tion of an sPE or top-down resolution strategy.  as the Joint Paper notes, 
the top-down strategy in the u.k. would involve the bail-in (through write-
down or conversion) of creditors at the top of the group to restore the whole 
group to solvency.  this approach would ensure that “activities of the firm in 
foreign jurisdictions in which it operates are unaffected, thereby minimizing 
risks to cross-border implementation.”88  But as the Joint Paper also indi-
cates, additional powers (beyond those established by the Banking act 2009) 
are needed in the u.k. to implement the top-down strategy.  these powers 
would be sourced from the expected implementation of the proposed rrD 
(discussed in detail below) and the implementation of the recommendations 
in the IcB report (which have now been incorporated into the Bill).89  as 
noted in the Joint Paper, the statutory authority for certain critical resolu-
tion measures, such as the power to bail-in creditors within resolution, the 
power to impose a temporary stay on the exercise of termination rights, and 
the power to require changes in the legal or operational structures of u.k. 
financial firms, will be dependent upon the adoption by the Eu of the pro-
posed rrD.90  similarly, the statutory authority to require a minimum level 
of loss-absorbing (i.e., “bail-in-able”) debt and to provide for ring-fencing of 
retail bank operations will be dependent upon enactment of the Bill.  thus, 
the discussion in the Joint Paper of a u.k. sPE or a top-down strategy is, in 
important respects, still contingent on further legislative actions.
 Even more important than these legislative contingencies are the opera-
tional contingencies that will also have to be addressed to implement the sPE 
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or top-down strategy outlined in the Joint Paper.  the Joint Paper observes 
that the use of an sPE or top-down approach is dependent “upon the satis-
faction of a large number of pre-conditions in terms of structure and opera-
tions” of the particular group.91  the Joint Paper provides a list of the most 
important pre-conditions and operational requirements.  one pre-condition 
is the existence of sufficient loss-absorption capacity available at the top of the 
group to absorb the losses at the operating subsidiaries.  this pre-condition 
may present special issues in the u.k. because as the Joint Paper points out, 
financial holding companies at the top of groups in the u.k. often do not 
account for a significant proportion of the group’s unsecured debt raised ex-
ternally.92  this means that either the groups may have to restructure their 
financing arrangements or the u.k. authorities may have to rely on bail-in 
at the level of the top operating subsidiaries.  the Joint Paper observes that 
a bail-in at an operating subsidiary would require careful planning and con-
sideration in light of possible legal constraints, such as the fact that senior 
unsecured bonds would typically rank pari passu with other unsecured liabili-
ties that are unlikely to be bailed in.93  the form of creditor hierarchy in the 
bail-in provisions of the final rrD may affect the legal scope for action on 
bail-in at operating subsidiaries.  the Joint Paper also recognizes the difficult 
issues for a cross-border resolution presented by financial contracts and debt 
instruments governed by foreign laws that may not recognize a home country 
temporary stay on termination or a home country bail-in action.94  the Joint 
Paper identifies still other areas, such as those relating to valuation method-
ologies and listing requirements, that will also require significant work in 
order to establish the operational feasibility of an sPE strategy.95  overall, the 
Joint Paper provides a general and high-level statement in favor of an sPE ap-
proach, but it is at the same time specific in identifying the substantial work 
that still lies ahead in making any such strategy operational.

Swiss reforms

 along with the u.k., switzerland has been the other European country to 
adopt the most comprehensive reform of its regulatory and resolution regimes 
in response to the financial crisis.  the situation of switzerland is unique.  as of 
the end of 2012, the aggregate on and off-balance sheet assets of the two largest 
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swiss banks were still four times the size of switzerland’s gross domestic prod-
uct, notwithstanding the significant reduction in size of the two banks from 
where they stood at the end of 2007.96  following a report from a commission 
of Experts for limiting the economic risks posed by large companies issued in 
2010, the swiss parliament in 2011 and 2012 adopted significant changes to 
the swiss Banking act.97  these changes provided inter alia for capital require-
ments for the largest swiss banks that substantially exceed the Basel III capital 
requirements and for new restructuring and resolution authority for the swiss 
financial Market supervisory authority (“fInMa”).  the new authority for 
fInMa includes early intervention rights, accelerated resolution procedures, 
power to bail-in or write-down debt, power to create bridge banks, and power 
to transfer assets and liabilities to bridge banks or other entities.  In the words of 
fInMa, with these legislative enactments and implementing ordinances from 
fInMa, “switzerland leads the way” in addressing too big to fail.98  Indeed, 
the findings in the fsB april 2013 thematic review indicate that switzerland 
is one of the few countries that has already revised its statutory framework to 
incorporate virtually the full range of the fsB key attributes.  again, in the 
words of fInMa, it has been the policy of switzerland to implement globally 
agreed regulations with a “swiss finish” and “to put its initiatives into effect as 
soon as possible, ahead of those of several peer countries.”99

 In august 2013 fInMa published a position paper on the resolution 
of global systemically important banks (“G-sIBs”).100  the paper explains 
fInMa’s resolution strategy for the two current swiss G-sIBs, credit suisse 
and uBs, and how the strategy could be implemented in cooperation with 
foreign supervisory and resolution authorities.  the paper confirms that the 
preferred resolution strategy for swiss G-sIBs is an sPE bail-in.  under this 
strategy the unsecured creditors of the parent bank or top-level holding com-
pany would bear the losses (after creditors holding contingent convertible 
bonds bear losses), allowing the entire financial group in switzerland and 
abroad to be recapitalized.101  If an sPE bail-in is not possible, then the “less 
desirable” fallback scenario would call for protection of critical functions un-
der swiss and other local jurisdiction emergency plans and the liquidation of 
non-systemically important parts of the group.102

 fInMa explains that this strategy, which has been developed in coopera-
tion with the u.s. and the u.k., as members of the crisis management group 
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for the two swiss G-sIBs, is in line with the preferred strategy outlined in the 
Joint Paper from the fDIc and the Bank of England.  the strategy is particu-
larly well suited to the centralized funding structure of the two swiss G-sIBs, 
which, according to fInMa, currently have subordinated and senior unse-
cured debt at the parent level equal to between 30 percent and 40 percent of 
their risk-weighted assets.  this bail-in-able debt will be on top of the equity 
and contingent convertible bonds amounting to 19 percent of risk-weighted 
assets that the two banks will be required to maintain under the new “swiss fin-
ish” capital regime when it is fully phased in.103  an MPE bail-in strategy would 
not be viable for these banks because their centralized funding structure means 
that their foreign subsidiaries would not have sufficient or appropriate types of 
external liabilities for use in a bail-in at the subsidiary level.
 the fInMa position paper emphasizes that it represents the preliminary 
results of ongoing work by fInMa and the other regulatory authorities that 
are currently developing resolution strategies for the swiss G-sIBs.  like the 
Joint Paper, the fInMa position paper identifies several critical conditions or 
paths to the use of an sPE resolution strategy.  one critical path is the valuation 
process to determine the full scope of losses and hence the necessary breadth 
and depth of the bail-in process.  In a single sentence, the position paper marks 
out a possible approach:  a “deliberately cautious recapitalization” or “over bail-
in”, with provision for compensation to the affected creditors after the fact as 
soon as the actual extent of the losses is known.104  another critical determinant 
will be the quantity of liabilities available for bail-in.  Here the fInMa posi-
tion paper notes that a significant amount of the bail-in-able liabilities of each 
of the two swiss G-sIBs is issued out of the foreign branches of the swiss parent 
in the u.k., channel Islands, and the u.s., and is governed by non-swiss law, 
thus increasing the execution risk of an sPE bail-in.105  Execution of an sPE 
bail-in may have to rely on “complementary orders” from the host authorities 
with jurisdiction over those branches.106  the alternative would be to require 
such debt (presumably in the future) to include provisions explicitly recogniz-
ing fInMa’s bail-in authority.  
 the fInMa position paper provides an important affirmation of the 
desirability of pursuing an sPE strategy, particularly for those G-sIBs that 
have highly integrated operations and centralized funding, booking, and risk 
management structures.  from the perspective of cross-border resolution, an 
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effective sPE bail-in strategy means that the losses will be borne by sharehold-
ers and the holders of bail-in debt at the parent level, substantially reducing 
the issues of fiscal burden-sharing among the home and host jurisdictions.  as 
noted above, however, there may still be a need for temporary burden-sharing 
among jurisdictions to provide short-term liquidity support to the restruc-
tured entity and its subsidiaries.  as a “stylized” model, the sPE provides the 
most elegant solution to the problems of the complexity of the resolution of 
a financial group and its cross-border effects.  nonetheless, as the fsB 2013 
guidance suggests, for some institutions, particularly those following a more 
decentralized funding and operational model, an MPE strategy, despite its 
greater complexity and its greater disruptive effect in some jurisdictions, may 
be the more appropriate model, if only by default.

eu initiAtiveS

recovery and resolution directive

 other Eu Member states, such as Germany, spain, and the netherlands, 
have also adopted their own specialized insolvency regimes for their banks 
in response to the crisis.107  while significant from a national perspective, 
these reforms did not necessarily result in greater harmonization of individual 
Member state regimes and did not directly address the issues of cross-border 
cooperation or mutual recognition of other jurisdictions’ resolution regimes, 
particularly for banking groups.108  In a working paper written in March 
2010, the IMf staff noted the shortcomings in the Eu cross-border arrange-
ments for crisis management and crisis resolution and observed that “[t]he 
Eu thus faces a need for reform at three levels:  national, Eu, and global.”109

 In response to these challenges, the Eu has initiated a wide-ranging set of 
reforms to its financial sector and supervisory regimes.  the European com-
mission began the process for reform with its release of an Eu framework 
for crisis Management in the financial sector in october 2010.110  the Eu 
framework document envisioned a three-step process.  the first step would 
be the development of a legislative proposal for a harmonized Eu regime for 
crisis prevention and bank recovery and resolution.  the second step would 
be an examination for the need of further harmonization of Member state 
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bank insolvency regimes, with the aim of resolving banks under the same 
procedural and substantive insolvency rules.  the third step would include 
the creation of an integrated resolution regime, possibly based on a single 
European resolution authority.  as a concomitant to a single resolution re-
gime, the European commission expressed a belief that a single Eu resolu-
tion funding mechanism would better serve the purpose of an efficient Eu 
resolution regime than reliance on a network of national resolution funds, 
although in the first stage of the reform process reliance was in fact to be 
placed on national resolution funds.111  the initial approaches outlined in the 
framework were to be stress-tested in real time as the crisis in the Eurozone 
metastasized in the course of 2011 and 2012.
 after an extensive consultation process, the European commission re-
leased a proposal for the rrD in June 2012 as a final step in implement-
ing the Eu framework for crisis Management.112  It quickly became clear 
that the European commission also saw the proposed rrD as an important 
first step in a much broader project, i.e., establishing a European banking 
union.  as originally envisioned by the European commission, the proposed 
rrD was intended to equip national authorities “with common and effec-
tive tools and powers to tackle bank crises at the earliest possible moment, 
and minimize costs for taxpayers.”113  the common tools consisted of three 
basic types:  (i) preparatory and preventative measures, such as a requirement 
for financial institutions and resolution authorities to prepare recovery and 
resolution plans; (ii) powers to take early action to remedy problems, such 
as powers for supervisors to require the replacement of management or to 
require an institution to implement a recovery plan or divest assets or busi-
ness lines; and (iii) resolution tools, such as the power to effect the takeover 
of a failing institution by a sound institution or to transfer all or part of its 
business to a temporary bridge firm.114  the proposed rrD also established 
stronger mechanisms for cooperation between national authorities.  the pro-
posed rrD was developed with an eye to both the cBrG recommendations 
and the fsB key attributes, as well as the special issues presented by Eu 
law, such as the effects of the proposed measures on “fundamental rights” of 
shareholders and creditors under the Eu charter of fundamental rights.115

 one of the objectives of the process was to “aim for international con-
sistency as far as possible,” including specifically the key attributes.116  the 
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proposed rrD in fact covered all the necessary elements from the key at-
tributes, and with significantly more detail in many instances than the key 
attributes themselves.  the proposed rrD was particularly expansive in its 
provisions relating to a bail-in regime.  It provided for the possibility of bail-
in on a “going concern” basis as well as bail-in on a “gone concern” basis, i.e., 
after the firm is put into a resolution process.  It also provided that a broad set 
of liabilities would be subject to bail-in with only a few categories excluded, 
such as deposits guaranteed under a deposit guarantee scheme and unsecured 
liabilities with an original maturity of less than one month.117  the bail-in 
provisions attracted much attention from the banking industry, but as with 
the key attributes relating to bail-in, the comments from the banking indus-
try were characterized by significant differences of opinion.  Industry trade 
associations reported that there were significant differences of views within 
their membership, with some members strongly opposed, for example, to 
the use of a bail-in mechanism on a going concern basis and others in fa-
vor of this flexibility.118  similarly, there was a diversity of industry views on 
the question of the appropriate scope of the liabilities to be made subject to 
bail-in.  one major industry group acknowledged a range of views among 
its members on the question of whether there should be an exclusion from 
bail-in for short-term unsecured liabilities, with some members suggesting 
that there be no exclusion for such liabilities and others suggesting that the 
exclusion should be expanded to cover liabilities with a longer maturity such 
as up to six or even 12 months.119  on the other hand, there appeared to be 
more widespread support from the banking industry for excluding derivatives 
from the scope of bail-in.  
 the provisions in the proposed rrD providing the specifications and 
funding requirements for individual national resolution funds also attracted 
substantial attention.  these provisions would require each Member state to 
establish arrangements in the form of ex ante assessments on its banks to pre-
fund a national resolution fund in a targeted amount equal to one percent of 
guaranteed deposits within 10 years.120  resolution funds would be available 
to provide temporary support to institutions under resolution via loans, guar-
antees, asset purchases, or capital for bridge banks but only after losses are 
borne first by shareholders and creditors.  the resolution funds could also be 
drawn on to compensate creditors if and to the extent that their losses under 
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bail-in exceed the losses they would have suffered under normal insolvency 
proceedings, in line with the “no creditor worse off ” principle.  the proposed 
rrD would also require that the resolution fund of one Member state be 
permitted to borrow from another Member state’s resolution fund.121  this 
latter provision appeared to suggest an element of pan-European support for 
an individual Member state resolution problem.  the Impact assessment for 
the proposed rrD prepared by the staff of the European commission noted 
that, while setting up a single European resolution fund would have certain 
advantages, “at this current juncture” setting up a European resolution au-
thority or a European resolution fund is “neither desirable nor feasible.”122  
nonetheless, in proposing the rrD the European commission itself sug-
gested that a more integrated banking union would be the “logical next step.”  
this more integrated banking union would rest on four pillars:  

• a single Eu deposit guarantee scheme; 

• a common resolution authority and a common resolution fund at least 
for systemically important and cross-border banks; 

• a single Eu supervisor for systemically important and cross-border banks; 
and 

• a single rule book for the prudential supervision of all banks.123

banking union

 Events in Europe accelerated the need for consideration of a more in-
tegrated banking union.  In september 2012 the European commission 
published a roadmap towards a Banking union (the “roadmap”).124  the 
roadmap consisted in the first instance of a proposal for a single supervisory 
mechanism (“ssM”) for all banks in the Eurozone.125  the ssM, as origi-
nally proposed, would transfer to the European central Bank (the “EcB”) 
principal supervisory responsibility for banks established in Eurozone Mem-
ber states, with national supervisors retaining responsibility for supervision 
in more limited areas such as consumer protection, anti-money laundering 
measures, and the licensing and oversight of branches of banks from non-Eu 
countries.126  the proposal envisioned that the European Banking authority 
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would at the same time continue to develop a single supervisory handbook to 
preserve the integrity of the single market and to ensure coherence in banking 
supervision for all Eu countries.127  the European commission concluded 
that, given the pooled responsibilities in the Eurozone, there were risks to 
cross-border spillover effects in the event of bank crises and that relying on 
coordination of national banking supervision was no longer an option.128  In-
stead, a move to an integrated system was necessary.  the European com-
mission also noted importantly that the establishment of a single Eu-level 
supervisory mechanism had been made a pre-condition for the possible di-
rect recapitalization of banks through the newly formed European stability 
Mechanism that was being established to assist Member states encountering 
sovereign debt problems.129  the roadmap also envisioned that the Europe-
an commission would make a proposal for a single resolution Mechanism 
(“srM”) in the Eurozone once agreement was reached on the commission’s 
proposal for deposit guarantee reform and on the proposal for the rrD.130

 the adoption of a directive like the proposed rrD is a fraught and 
intensely political process.  It requires negotiation and agreement with the 
council of the European union (the “council”) and the European Parlia-
ment, resulting in a “trilogue” process among these bodies.  Even in normal 
times trilogue can be a complex process.  In the midst of debt crises in several 
Member states, consideration of the proposed rrD understandably became 
even more politically charged.  nonetheless, on June 27, 2013 the European 
commission and the council were able to announce that a broad agreement 
had been reached based on various compromises and changes to be made to 
the rrD.131  some of the most important of these compromises related to 
exclusions from the scope of liabilities subject to bail-in and to the funding 
requirements for national resolution funds.  the council’s proposal would 
exclude from the scope of bail-in inter-bank liabilities with an original ma-
turity of fewer than seven days and liabilities arising from participation in 
payment systems with a remaining maturity of fewer than seven days (in 
substitution for the exclusion of liabilities with a maturity of less than one 
month in the rrD as originally proposed by the European commission).132  
the council’s proposal would also allow a national resolution authority “in 
exceptional circumstances” to exclude other liabilities from the scope of bail-
in if the resolution authority determined that exclusion is necessary to achieve 
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continuity of critical functions and business lines, to avoid widespread conta-
gion in the financial markets, or to avoid destruction of value to other credi-
tors, or if it is not possible to bail-in the particular liabilities within a reason-
able time.133  this general discretionary exclusionary authority (described by 
the council as an exercise in “framed flexibility”) has prompted concern from 
some industry groups that it will permit variation in resolution approaches 
among Member states and will distort the ability of investors and creditors to 
estimate ex ante what the impact of bail-in will be.134  among other changes 
also made by the council was the provision for a depositor preference or 
priority scheme in Member state insolvency law.  Deposits up to the amount 
covered by a deposit guarantee scheme in accordance with the Eu Directive 
on Deposit Guarantee schemes (and the resulting subrogation position of the 
deposit guarantee scheme) would have a priority over other general unsecured 
creditor claims, followed by deposits from natural persons and micro, small 
and medium-sized enterprises in excess of the guarantee amount under the 
deposit guarantee scheme.135

 the council also made several significant changes to the resolution fund-
ing regime.  one change was to provide that any lending between national 
resolution regimes would be on a voluntary basis.136  another significant change 
related to a proposal to allow national resolution funds to be used to absorb 
the cost of the exclusion or partial exclusion of certain liabilities from a bail-
in regime, subject to a set of restrictions.137  these restrictions would require 
that a minimum level of loss equal to eight percent of total liabilities including 
“own funds” (i.e., funds representing regulatory capital) be imposed on the 
institution’s shareholders and creditors before funds from a national resolution 
fund could be tapped.  the overall contribution of the resolution fund would 
also be capped at five percent of the institution’s total liabilities.  the council 
also revised the provisions of the rrD to provide that the national resolution 
authorities should set minimum loss absorbing requirements in the form of 
“own funds” and eligible liabilities (i.e., liabilities eligible for bail-in) as a per-
centage of the institution’s total liabilities, based on the individual institution’s 
size, risk and business model.  Based on a subsequent recommendation from 
the European Banking authority, it is expected that a harmonized requirement 
applicable to all banks would be introduced.  this revision was made to reflect 
the concern expressed by some Member states that it was not possible without 
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further quantitative analyses, reflecting in particular the different activities and 
business models among banks, to set a harmonized level for minimum loss 
absorbing capacity for all banks.  
 the final resolution of these issues now rests on the trilogue process among 
the European commission, the council and the European Parliament.  once 
final action on the rrD is taken by both the council and the European Parlia-
ment, Member states will be required to amend their laws to implement the 
rrD.  the European commission originally proposed that Member states be 
given until December 31, 2014 to “transpose” the requirements of the rrD 
into national law (with the effective date for the bail-in provisions to be January 
1, 2018).
 with the announcement of a broad agreement on the rrD with the 
council, the European commission said that the path was clear to move 
forward with stage two of the integrated banking union through the estab-
lishment of an srM.138  In pursuit of that objective, on July 10, 2013 the 
European commission released a detailed proposal for an srM and a single 
resolution fund.139  the European commission was encouraged in taking 
this action not only by the general agreement reached with the council on 
the proposed rrD, but also by the rapid progress made on the ssM proposal, 
which had been proposed by the European commission in september 2012 as 
the first step toward a banking union.  In quick order the council announced 
its agreement with the ssM proposal in December 2012 and the European 
Parliament announced its preliminary agreement in March 2013.140  for a 
proposal of this significance, the speed of action was remarkable, compelled 
undoubtedly by developments in countries like spain, Greece and cyprus.   
the establishment of the ssM is a particularly ambitious undertaking, with 
the details of many legal, policy and operational issues still to be addressed.141

 the ssM and the srM are seen not only as natural corollaries but also 
as necessary complements to each other.142  In the words of the European 
commission, in a banking union “bank supervision and resolution need to 
be exercised by the same level of authority and backed by adequate funding 
arrangements.”143  the European commission sees significant benefits to this 
approach.  aligning supervision and resolution at a central level would not 
only allow bank crises to be more effectively managed in the banking union, 
but would also “contribute to breaking the link between sovereign crises and 
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failing banks.”144

 the srM would build on the foundation to be laid by the rrD.  the 
proposed srM would thus apply the substantive rules of bank recovery and 
resolution envisioned in the proposed rrD.145  the EcB as the new super-
visor under the proposed ssM would initially propose when a bank was in 
severe financial difficulty and needed to be resolved.  a single resolution 
Board, consisting of representatives from the EcB, the European commis-
sion, and the relevant national authorities would prepare the resolution ap-
proach for the bank.146  However, for legal reasons, the European commis-
sion would make the final determination whether and when to place a bank 
into resolution and which resolution tool to use.147  the national resolution 
authorities would be responsible for the execution of the resolution plan un-
der the supervision of the single resolution Board.  In addition, a single 
resolution fund would be set up under the control of the single resolution 
Board.  the single resolution fund would be built up over time (from 10 
to possibly 14 years) by contributions from the banking sector, replacing the 
national resolution funds envisioned in the proposed rrD for the Mem-
ber states participating in the banking union.148  the target size of the fund 
would equal one percent of the guaranteed amount of the deposits of the 
banks in the Member states in the Eurozone.149  
 as noted above, the srM is intended as a complement to the ssM.  on 
september 12, 2013, the European commission and the European Parlia-
ment announced that following intensive trilogue negotiations the Parlia-
ment had given final approval to the ssM.150  the European commission 
has said that it now hopes for a quick agreement by year-end 2013 on the 
proposed rrD and the proposed srM.  at the European council on June 
27–28, 2013, the Eu leaders set for themselves the target of reaching agree-
ment on the srM by the end of 2013 so that it can be adopted before the 
end of the current European Parliament term in 2014.  this would enable 
the srM to apply from January 2015, together with the rrD, which would 
constitute its basic rulebook.  
 the dialogue and trilogue over the srM may well overshadow the other 
work that needs to be done to finalize the rrD.  although the srM would 
apply the rules contained in any final rrD, the proposed srM represents a 
significant departure from the proposed rrD in moving the crucial decision-
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making power as to whether, when and how to intervene in a bank from the 
national authorities to a centralized Eu authority.   European bank observers 
have raised the question whether Eurozone Member states are really prepared 
to accept the substantial transfer of sovereignty from Member states to the 
European commission implied in the srM (although it might be observed 
that these Member states have already accepted a significant transfer of sover-
eignty in agreeing to the ssM.)151  the German government, for example, has 
indicated its opposition to the srM proposal on legal and policy grounds.152  
other Member states are also opposed to the pooling of national resolution 
funds into a single resolution fund with the resulting “mutualization” of 
losses among Eurozone Member states.153  finally, doubts are already being 
expressed about the sufficiency of the proposed single resolution fund for 
the broad purposes it is supposed to serve.154  one should anticipate substan-
tial sturm and considerable drang from certain quarters in the Eu as the srM 
proposal and single resolution fund proposal are debated.  Predicting the 
ultimate form that the srM and single resolution fund may take would 
require sibylline-like skills.

concluSion

 It is both appropriate and ironic to conclude this survey of interna-
tional coordination efforts on bank resolution with a discussion of the Eu 
experience.  appropriate because the Eu would appear to enjoy a compara-
tive advantage in bank harmonization efforts based on its highly evolved (if 
sometimes baroque) mechanisms designed to achieve harmonization across 
its Member states.  Ironic because any such comparative advantage in achiev-
ing harmonization of bank resolution regimes was not in evidence before the 
2007-2009 financial crisis and has been sorely tested in the wake of the Euro-
zone crisis.  national interests and interests of national constituents still play a 
dominant role in the deliberations over bank resolution regimes, particularly 
with respect to burden-sharing among governments.  
 nonetheless, significant progress in the Eu appears to be in the offing.  
the approval of the ssM paves the way for greater Eu control over bank 
supervisory processes in Eurozone Member states (and other Member states 
that choose to join the banking union).  the next step in a banking union 
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— the srM — may be more difficult to achieve, but if achieved will ensure 
greater conformity and coordination over the resolution process for banks 
headquartered in Member states in the banking union.  finally, the adoption 
of the rrD will provide greater harmonization among national resolution 
regimes covering both banks from Member states in the banking union and 
banks from other Member states like the u.k. that are not in the Eurozone 
and unlikely to join the banking union.  the rrD will be important in 
establishing a harmonized baseline (subject to elements of discretion at the 
national level) for bank resolution for all Member states in the Eu.  
 the rrD establishes several fundamental principles to govern future 
bank resolutions in the Eu.  the first principle is recognition of write-down 
and bail-in as necessary tools to facilitate the prompt recapitalization of a fail-
ing bank or a successor bridge institution.  the second and related principle 
is that shareholders and unsecured creditors (potentially including uninsured 
depositors) of a failing firm would be required to bear losses before pub-
lic funds are put into the resolution process.  this principle is established 
through a framework in the rrD in which shareholders and unsecured credi-
tors (potentially including uninsured depositors) would, through write-down 
or bail-in, bear losses in an amount up to eight percent of the institution’s to-
tal liabilities, followed, if necessary, by contributions from the national reso-
lution fund (which is to be funded by assessments on the banking industry in 
the individual Member state) in an amount up to an additional five percent 
of the total liabilities of the institution.  only after these two private-sector 
sources of recapitalization are used would there be possible recourse to the 
funds of a Member state or for banks headquartered in a Eurozone Member 
state to the EsM.155

 there are nonetheless concerns with the rrD.  one concern is that it 
lacks assurance of uniform application.  while the rrD provides a broader 
set of powers to the national authorities, it does not provide assurance as to 
when and how these powers will be used by the individual national authori-
ties.156  Proponents of the srM argue that one of its benefits is that it would 
assure uniformity of application of the rrD.  the srM, however, would 
apply only to Member states in the Eurozone and other Member states that 
elect to join the banking union.  another concern arises from the fact that 
the bail-in provisions in the rrD as proposed would only come into effect on 
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January 1, 2018.  If a large bank were to require resolution before that date, 
bail-in might not be available as a tool, forcing recourse to other measures.  
a related problem is that the national resolution funds required by the rrD 
will only be funded over a 10-year period beginning in 2015.  the single 
resolution fund proposed by the srM would also be funded over a similar 
10-year period.  there are doubts about whether the ultimate size of either a 
national resolution fund or the single resolution fund would be adequate.  
there must be even greater doubts about the size of a fund during the interim 
funding period (although the EsM may be available as a supplement).157

 timing has become critical.  the EcB is scheduled to conduct an asset 
quality review of the largest banks in the Eurozone in 2014 for the express 
purpose of identifying the banks that need to be recapitalized.  this indepen-
dent review by the EcB is regarded by many observers as essential to restoring 
faith in the Eurozone banking system.158  the EcB, however, has said that 
backstops for banks that will require recapitalization must be in place before 
the assessment begins.  Pressure is thus mounting for prompt action on the 
srM and the single resolution fund.159

 Meanwhile the fsB has forged ahead on its project to end “too-big-to-
fail” and to promote the adoption of the key attributes.  on august 28, 2013 
the fsB issued an extensive consultative paper proposing a methodology for 
assessing member jurisdictions’ compliance with the new international stan-
dards reflected in the key attributes.160  the paper provides greater specificity 
as to how the key attributes should be implemented.  Besides facilitating the 
international assessment process, the paper will also assist jurisdictions in their 
individual legislative and regulatory reforms to implement the key attributes.  
 on september 2, 2013, the fsB also issued a report to the G20 on 
progress in addressing the “too-big-to-fail” problem, including the status of 
implementation of the key attributes.161  the report urged the G20 lead-
ers to make a renewed commitment to adopt the legislative reforms neces-
sary to implement the key attributes, particularly in the areas of bail-in, 
cross-border cooperation, and recognition of foreign resolution actions.  for 
its own part, the fsB committed to study and produce recommendations 
on such matters as (i) strengthening information sharing between home and 
host jurisdictions, (ii) the nature, amount, location within a group structure, 
and disclosure of “gone concern” lac, and (iii) contractual or statutory ap-
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proaches to prevent large-scale early termination of financial contracts.  these 
studies are to be completed by year-end 2014.  
 In its progress report the fsB noted an additional consideration that has 
recently come to the fore:  domestic structural reform measures designed to 
address too-big-to-fail concerns, including requirements for the separation of 
activities into different legal entities and for increased local capital and liquidity.  
as examples of these domestic structural reform measures, the fsB cited the 
Volcker rule in the u.s., the IcB report in the u.k., the liikanen report in 
the Eu, and recent legislative developments in france and Germany.162  these 
structural measures are intended to put constraints on risk-taking and to im-
prove the resolvability of sIfIs at the individual jurisdictional level.  as the fsB 
notes, however, diverging structural measures imposed by different jurisdic-
tions may have an impact on integration across national and regional markets.  
these measures may also create incentives for regulatory arbitrage.  In response 
to a request from the G20 finance Ministers and the central Bank Governors, 
the fsB has agreed to produce an assessment of the cross-border consistency 
and global financial stability implications of these structural measures, taking 
into account country-specific circumstances.  as the request for the assessment 
suggests, the tensions between national reform efforts and international coordi-
nation and consistency remain very much alive.
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home and host authorities:
If problems emerge in a pan-European bank, there are no agreed rules on early 
intervention and remedial action.  Because of different interests or a different 
assessment of risks, different national authorities may have different priorities, 
the more so as the crisis becomes acute.  speed, crucial in handling crises, 
might be hampered by coordination difficulties, compounded by the lack of 
agreement between countries on the role (if any) public funding should play 
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